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1. Introduction 
 
It is widely acknowledged that new companies and entrepreneurs are important for innovation, job creation 

and economic development in Europe. However, traditional education and training systems in Europe have 

not been supportive of entrepreneurship and self-employment. As attitudes take shape at an early age, 

education systems should contribute more to the development of entrepreneurial skills and mindsets. 

 

This report steps up from the acknowledgement that, across Europe, education and training programmes in 

entrepreneurship have a positive impact on developing individuals’ entrepreneurial qualities, raising 

awareness of self-employment as a career option, and creating a positive attitude towards entrepreneurial 

activity. 

 

Entrepreneurship should not only be considered as a means for setting up a new business, but as a general 

mindset that furthers innovative, entrepreneurial behaviour, which can be useful in daily life as well as in 

different working environments. Information, advice and guidance should be embedded in the learning 

process to support the occupational choices of individuals and their acquisition of entrepreneurial skills.  

 

Thus, the education and training provision in VET should increasingly strengthen entrepreneurial attitudes in 

young people. In this setting, the professional capacity of guidance practitioners and entrepreneurship 

educators will have to be further developed to equip them to support learners pursuing entrepreneurial 

studies and those individuals considering self-employment.  

 

Even with the best possible guidance, teaching and learning opportunities available, many other factors 

influence individuals to take the decision to become self-employed. These include a wide range of legal, 

financial and business advice related instruments supporting entrepreneurial activity. 

 

Current education/training, employment and enterprise development policies promote entrepreneurship and 

are setting a strategic framework in which education and training providers can better implement related 

programmes/activities in national, regional and local contexts.  

 

Promoting entrepreneurship in Europe has been a core objective of the European Union ever since the 

Lisbon European Council decided in March 2000 to improve the EU’s performance in the areas of 

employment, economic reform and social cohesion. More recently, the European Commission has 

incorporated the promotion of entrepreneurship into its Europe 2020 strategy, which recognises 

entrepreneurship and self-employment as one of the key enablers of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. 

 

The high levels of unemployment have generated the need of creating own resources, and starting up 

business and companies, turning form being and employee to being a self-employed and even an employer. 

In the case of the young people, this possibility is beneficial as it can also cover their needs regarding access 

to the labour market. For those youngsters with lower qualification level, self-employment imply a first income 

source, and for those with a higher qualification level (who also have difficulties to access the labour market 

despite this), this measure allows them to develop their professional life. 

 

In this context, it is necessary for trainers/teachers to know what entrepreneurship means (theoretical 

knowledge, possibilities, requirements, facilities, obstacles, etc.), in order to be able to implement proper 

training actions to increase and foster entrepreneur spirit in students, leading them to start and 

entrepreneurial activity. 
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The spirit of initiative and 

entrepreneurship is one of the eight 

key competences established and 

recognized in the Recommendation 

of the European Parliament and of 

the Council of 18 December 2006, 

as the ability to translate ideas into 

action through a proactive 

behaviour and mindset, essential for 

the adaptability of young people to a 

globalized labour market. 

 

The focus of the project 

EnYouthTeacher, therefore, is to 

encourage the creation of an 

entrepreneurial mindset that 

precedes the start of the business 

plan itself. To do this partners will need to involve primarily teachers and trainers in the field of VET 

(Vocational Education and Training) to deliver their active involvement in the definition of materials and 

specific guidelines for upgrading skills. Through this work the same teachers and trainers will then seek to 

transmit to young people a culture of their innovative work and allow them to develop a spirit of initiative and 

entrepreneurship appropriate to the context of reference. 

 

The Guide of Best Practices on training for youth entrepreneurship is one of the results of the EnYouthTeach 

project (2014-1-ES1-KA202-004360) which aim is to design and prepare different tools which will be useful 

for VET teacher/trainer and unemployed young people.  

 

CIAPE has coordinated the activity developing guidelines and collecting the research results, organizing 

them in the present EU Guide of Best Practices. Technical partners have contributed by carrying out the 

activity in their country (Synthesis in Cyprus, Obris in Croatia, CVT. G. Anaptixis in Greece, IFH in Portugal 

and IFES in Spain). G4E has designed the format.  Each partner followed the instruction for the information 

collection and sent to CIAPE a National Report available, in English, on the project website 

(enyouthteacher.eu). 
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2. Best Practices in Europe 
 

The development of entrepreneurship has important benefits, both economically and socially. 

Entrepreneurship is not only a driving force for job creation, competitiveness and growth; it also contributes 

to personal fulfilment and the achievement of social objectives. Moreover, numerous factors play a role in 

the decision to start up a business: for example, the existence of a suitable opportunity or market; the 

perception that starting a company might be difficult due to red tape; financial obstacles; or the need to 

acquire new skills. That is why the EU and the EnYouthTeacher partners as well, strive to encourage 

entrepreneurial initiatives and unlock the growth potential of its businesses and citizens. 
 

A great majority of European countries addresses entrepreneurship education through national strategies or 

initiatives. This clearly reflects the wide recognition of the importance of entrepreneurship education in 

Europe. Nearly half of the countries have incorporated the objectives linked to the promotion of 

entrepreneurship education within broader strategies (lifelong learning, education and youth, growth). At 

private level, the ongoing initiatives related to entrepreneurship education in a dozen countries show a range 

of activities, including closer cooperation between education and business, financial initiatives to fund pilot 

projects promoting entrepreneurship, the organisation of entrepreneurial competitions, the certification of 

entrepreneurial skills, the setting up and running of student training firms and last, but not least, teacher 

training and support. 

 

The present work helps to identify the most important sectors to invest on in order to foster entrepreneurship 

education and training, and offers a clear overview on the best training modalities used in the different 

countries as well as the most common obstacles faced. 

 

It is worthy to underline that some of the best practices included in this document are very similar one another, 

so demonstrating that a sort of common path is possible in order to set precise and common standards in 

Europe. For a more in depth analysis we recommend to consult the National Reports available on the 

EnYouthTeacher website. (enyouthteacher.eu) 
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2.1 Cyprus 
 

Best Practice n. 1: Youth Entrepreneurship  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups 
funding 
training 

information 
advice and 

consultancy 

 

From 2004 up 

today 

 

The target group of 

the programme is 

young men and 

women aged 

between 20 and 39 

years old. 

 

Public services and 

programmes 

 

Promotion of entrepreneurship in special social groups such as young men and women as a mean 

to eliminate unemployment. 

 

The programme is implemented by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism (MCIT) in co-operation 

with the Human Resources Development Authority. The programme is applied on a yearly basis and 

proposals must be submitted within a specified period of time at the MCIT. The aim of the programme is to 

develop, support and encourage the entrepreneurship of young people between the ages of 20 - 39, who 

wish to engage in the sectors of manufacturing and/or in specific activities in commerce, services and tourism. 

Among the aims of this programme is also the creation of new modern viable enterprises, the development 

of innovative projects, new technologies and new products, as well as the support of services that enhance 

quality and promote the development of tourism.  

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The employees of the new enterprise must attend a special training and development programme organised 

and subsidised by the Human Resource Development Authority of Cyprus on issues such as 

entrepreneurship, operational programming, economic planning, firms' law and marketing. 

 

Performance  

 

Total budget for the programming period 2007-2013 is €18 mln. By the end of 2012, €3,6 mln have been 

granted to 205 eligible applicants.  

 

Provider 

 

The Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism is responsible for the formulation and 

implementation of Government policy on matters pertaining to trade, industry, tourism and consumer, in such 

a way that it will contribute positively towards the further development of the Cyprus economy and the well-

being of the population of the island.  

 

Contact details 

 

Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism 

Address: 6, Andreas Araouzos street, Lefkosia (Nicosia), CYPRUS 

Tel:   +357 22867100 

Fax:   +357 22375120 

E-mail:  perm.sec@mcit.gov.cy 

Website:  www.mcit.gov.cy  

mailto:perm.sec@mcit.gov.cy
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/
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Best Practice n. 2: Under My Wing 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training from 2012 

onwards 

 

unemployed or 

underemployed 

graduates from non-

business related 

disciplines 

 

private acting in 

line with agreed 

public policies 

electronic 

platforms 
publications 

regular events 
 

 

 

The project aims to support the career progression of graduates from non-business related 

disciplines as entrepreneurs, and it’s the first of its kind to be offered in Cyprus. The programme was 

developed through a Leonardo da Vinci project (2012-4), led by Meath Partnership in Ireland. 

 

The project offers a comprehensive blended learning curriculum that includes: 

 A bespoke entrepreneurship curriculum that specifically addresses the needs of graduates 

 A business development curriculum that supports the acquisition of a wide range of essential skills 

 A pedagogic framework and induction programme that ensures best practice is adhered to by each 

actor within the partnership model proposed 

 A trans-national mentoring framework to support graduate entrepreneurs in their early development 

years encouraging them to think and act globally in a global economy 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

Develop business idea for commercialization, entrepreneurial skills of innovation, creativity and opportunity 

recognition, real-life practical business skills such as business planning, legal and financial matters, and 

accessing finance, to market and sell ideas and products and skills for developing a network of business 

contacts. 

 

Performance  

 

Although the amount reached so far is limited (less than 50), we have selected it as a best practice due to 

the innovative nature as it targets the non-business graduates; furthermore, the curricula can be easily 

adjusted to groups with diverse learning background as well as those with lower education and skills.  

 

Provider 

 

The programme is offered by “Hub Nicosia” in cooperation with the Synthesis Center. 

 

Contact details 

 

Hub Nicosia  

Address:  28 Markou Drakou Street, 1102 Nicosia Cyprus 

Tel:   +357 99571660  

Fax:   +357 22776680 
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Best Practice n. 3: Junior Achievement Cyprus  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training since 2013 children and youth 

(5/25) 

private regular events 
services and 

programmes 
 

 

JA Cyprus is a non-for profit organisation specializing in entrepreneurship education. Through a 

variety of educational programmes the youth of today (5-25 year olds) acquire entrepreneurial, 

financial literacy and employability skills.  

 

Funded by businesses, institutions, foundations and individuals, JA Cyprus brings the public and private 

sectors together to provide young people in primary and secondary schools and early university with 

experiences that promote the skills, understanding and perspective that they will need to succeed in a global 

economy. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

Students learn how to take a business idea from concept to reality by forming a real enterprise and 

discovering firsthand how a company functions. Skills such as teamwork, leadership, presenting, planning 

and financial control are enhanced via the training programmes.  

 

Performance  

 

More than 500 beneficiaries have participated so far in the training activities 

 

Provider  

 

JA Cyprus is a regional member of JA-YE Europe. JA-YE Europe is the largest provider of entrepreneurship 

education programmes, reaching 3.2 million students in 39 countries in 2013. The JA-YE Company 

Programme is recognised by the European Commission Enterprise Directorate General as a ‘Best Practice 

in Entrepreneurship Education’. JA-YE Europe is the European Regional Operating Center for JA 

Worldwide® 

 

Contact details 

 

Address:  46 Makedonitissas Avenue Engomi, 1700, Nicosia, Cyprus 

Website:  http://jacyprus.org/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://jacyprus.org/
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2.2 Croatia 
 

Best Practice n. 1: Coworking in Osijek 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups 

training 

mentoring 

information 

advice and 

consultancy 

Networking 

 

since 2013 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/30) 

public services and 

programmes 

regular events 

 

 

Within Business Incubator BIOS there is a co-working space whose goals are networking of potential 

and existing entrepreneurs, as well as encouraging cooperation of companies and individuals in the 

region.  

 

Coworking is a place that brings together freelancers from various professions such as journalists, 3D 

animators, photographers, programmers, designers, web entrepreneurs, administrators of social networks, 

organizers of events, public relations managers, architects, bloggers and many others. 

Coworking is a sound social environment for the work of independent professionals who are not satisfied 

with the work from home or just want to change and enrich your working environment. The social context 

which imposes coworking encourages the exchange of opinions, experiences and new and creative 

solutions. 

Coworking Osijek is located in the area of Business Incubator BIOS (Strossmayerova 341). The 150 m2 

motivating workspace we workstations (table and chairs), a fast internet connection, use of kitchen, lounge 

area to relax and hosts always available to help make your stay in coworking be as productive. 

In addition to serving as a workplace, coworking space can be a place for meetings, presentations and 

socializing. It is welcomed by all organizations and individuals who want to organize various events such as 

exhibitions, public presentations, workshops, lectures, discussions and the like 

The target group refers to freelancers, students, start-ups, young persons who have business ideas with or 

without business experiences and knowledges, entrepreneurs and those who prepare to become 

entrepreneurs. Most of them are young persons (18-30). 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The coworking space with the focus moving towards proactive individuals, teams, freelancers and 

entrepreneurs that make coworking community. The specificity of this community, in cooperation, mutual 

sharing, encouraging and inspiring, resulting in a more creative and successful ideas. 

 

Performance  

 

The coworking community until now has 120 different users, and until now, less than 10% of them are 

activated their own start-ups business. 

 

Provider 

 

Coworking Osijek aims to popularize innovative and modern ways of working together as well as flexible and 

dynamic co-working community consisting of professionals from a wide range of activities that share a 
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common desire to create their own work responsibilities in a common area without affecting the classic office 

politics and hierarchy. 

 

Contact details 

 

E-mail:   info@cowork.hr 

bela.ikotic@inkubator.hr 

Website: www.cowork.hr 

 

 

 

  

mailto:info@cowork.hr
mailto:bela.ikotic@inkubator.hr
http://www.cowork.hr/
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Best Practice n. 2: Poslovanje 2 d.o.o. 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

funding 

training 

mentoring 

advice and 

consultancy 

Information and 

communications 

technology (ICT) 

 

since 2011 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/30) 

private services and 

programmes 
electronic 

platforms 
 

 

 

Poslovanje 2 d.o.o. focuses on creation of web and mobile apps, as well as on web shops, for clients. 

Company also conducts education cycles in areas of: web development, iOs development and 

Android development. 

 

Poslovanje 2 d.o.o. is an ICT company founded in 2009 by two young entrepreneurs - Ivan Lozančić and 

Dragan Ibriks Golub, with an aim of providing services of web site and web shops creation for businesses 

and individuals who want to increase their visibility or number of sale channels. The company has increased 

the number of employees from starting 3 to 48 current, in that time period, and has broadened its spectre of 

services, especially in development of iOS and Android mobile applications, besides other. Today, company 

consists of young innovative people (age average is 27) and has clients in Croatia, Switzerland, Germany, 

Austria, USA and Ireland. Strategic goal of the company is to transfer from service oriented to production 

oriented company by 2018, actively developing and selling its own IT solutions. Strategy that will help to 

achieve that goal, is developing own products- mobile applications and custom solutions, contributing to 

speeding up and commercializing business processes. 

 

Poslovanje 2 d.o.o. has no preconceptions when selecting candidates regarding age, gender, religion on 

race. Same applies in selecting participants for any of our education cycles. Most common target group – 

users of our educational cycles are young persons (18-30), equally represented by both genders, mainly 

from Osijek-baranja County, but also from other adjacent regions. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

These are three main competences each participant  of our educations has enhanced, but also our 

professional team has enhanced. 

 Web development (HTML, CSS, Javascript, objective PHP, WordPress CMS systems, Magento 

platform, Drupalo, Front-end and Back-end teams, emphasis on teamwork 

 

 iOs development (objective oriented programming, Objective – c and Model View Controller, Osx, 

Xcode, iPhone simulator, Developer center and iTunes, Hello iPhone app. 

 

 Android development (implemented in groups of 6 participants, principles of objctive oriented 

programming and Android SDK, work on concrete projects, appsforclients  or in-house apps) 

 

And in practice all participants (mostly young persons) can see how is possible developing IT company from 

start up to small and medium company size. That is possible because training program is connected with 

production process in company Poslovanje 2 d.o.o. where programmers working on new products for a 

market. On that way participants are encouraged, if their have good business ideas to start up their own 

business. 
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Performance  

 

Poslovanje 2 d.o.o. implements educational cycles on monthly basis, depending on potential participant 

interest. Around 100 participants and counting have attended our educations so far. The company has 

exported / developed over 80 ICT solutions since its foundation. After participants finished our educational 

cycles some of them start up their own business through self employment, some of them strengthen their 

position on labour market with new knowledges, skills and competences and much easier find the job, some 

of them after education cycles start to work in Poslovanje 2 d.o.o.. 

 

Provider 

 

Founded in 2009 with headquarters in the city of Osijek. This city is known as the Silicon Valley of Croatia 

due to the fact that it is home to a large number of successful IT companies and start-ups. From 3 employees 

upon founding to 48 today. Half of them are developers specialized in mobile Apps development, Web and 

eCommerce solutions (Magento based). Today, we have offices in Osijek, Zagreb and sales points in 

Stuttgart and Los Angeles. And new ones are coming! Gauss Development and Gauss Academy are a 

brands of Poslovanje 2 Ltd. The brands are also used for other activities such as tourism (Gauss Villa) and 

education (Gauss Informatics). 

 

Contact details 

 

Address:  Poslovanje 2 d.o.o., Vijeće Europe 95, 32000 Vukovar 
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Best Practice n. 3: Working meeting on Monday  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups   

funding   

training   

mentoring   

information 

advice and 

consultancy 

networking 

 

since 2011 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/30) 

public services and 

programmes 

publications  

regular events 

lectures, 

presentation of 

firms 

 

 

 

Mayor of The Town of Pakrac Davor Huška MSc and Entrepreneurial centre Pakrac invite all 

entrepreneurs of the area of the Towns of Pakrac and Lipik for “WORKING MEETING ON MONDAY“ 

– every first Monday in month.  

 

Working meeting on Monday is the idea of the former director Mrs Vida Iličić; meeting of  the Centre 

representative, individuals of local governments  of the Towns of Pakrac and Lipik  with entrepreneurs and 

anyone interested in the topics of entrepreneurship from the area of the Towns of Pakrac and Lipik. The 

meetings deal with all current topics entrepreneurs encounter or those who intend to become entrepreneurs 

in their work. Along the mayors of the Towns, the meetings are attended by representatives of other state 

bodies at local, regional and national level, as well as other supporting institutions (Croatian Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development,  HAMAG  BICRO ...), when the entrepreneurs can directly ask questions 

after theme presentations of lecturers . The meetings regularly provide information related to open national 

and EU calls for proposals in which entrepreneurs are eligible to participate, information on changes in 

legislation (Labour Law ...), financing options, measures related to the active employment policy, introduction 

of best practices examples, networking of entrepreneurs, presenting of business partners from wider 

surrounding (Croatia and the EU). 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

Due to regular informing of the entrepreneurs on the possibilities of EU funding and national aids, and 

organising professional lectures as part of Working meeting on Monday, the entrepreneurs from the area of 

the Towns of Pakrac and Lipik managed to acquire most funds in Pozega-Slavonia County. 

 

During the meetings they were introduced possibilities of e-business and part of them joined the education 

about e-business free of charge for them. 

 

Through the information presented at Working meetings on Monday, according to the Centre data, 

educations and seminars have been attended by approximately 100 attendees annually, until now more than 

30 lecturers participated, experts in the fields of economics, marketing, IT, entrepreneurship etc., and more 

than 200 hours of education were held.   

 

Some of themes of the seminars from the programme ''Education for entrepreneurship'': 

 Introduction to entrepreneurial surrounding , 

 Defining direction of development of entrepreneur, 

 Business plan,  

 Project management, 

 Negotiation and language skills, 

 Creation of brand, 
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 IT competences and skills, 

 Financial and economy business in crafts, 

 Cooperative entrepreneurship, 

 ''How to export'' – CEO. 

 

Most educations and seminars are conducted by professional experts from Entrepreneurial Centre Pakrac, 

while for education of specific programmes professional experts with rich work experience are engaged.  

 

The target group refers to entrepreneurs, those who prepare to become entrepreneurs or persons only 

interested in any of the subjects related to entrepreneurship living in the area of the Towns of Pakrac and 

Lipik. The Meeting is open style meeting and everyone is welcome regardless of their age, education level, 

national orientation, economy, political, cultural or other convictions.  

 

Performance  

 

Approximately there are 20 participants at the meetings and sometimes there are over 50 of them. The 

entrepreneurs have been interested in this way of cooperation for 5 years now because they can ask question 

at one place, together discuss solutions for challenges they encounter and plan business cooperation.  

Several start-up firms with production activity have been activated through business networking and 

presentation of partners (2 firms out of them presently employ approximately 20 workers and export  100 per 

cent of their production line). One of the results of networking is also e-base of entrepreneurs from the areas 

of Pakrac and Lipik where business partner or required service/ product can be found quickly and clearly. 

From time to time meetings are also held at entrepreneur's in which case the entrepreneur also presents 

their business.  

 

Provider 

 

Entrepreneurial centre Pakrac Ltd. was founded in the year 2000 by The Town of Pakrac within the local 

programme for promotion of entrepreneurship. As such, ECP is the first entrepreneurial centre founded in 

the area of Pozega-slavonia County and one of the eldest in The Republic of Croatia. The aim of the centre 

is, through its activity, to acquire leader role in economy development and promotion of entrepreneurship 

and foreign investments at local and regional level.  

 

Contact details 

 

Address:  Poduzetnički centar Pakrac d.o.o., Zona male privrede 5, 34550 Pakrac, Croatia 

Tel:   +385 34290650 

Fax:   +385 34290659 

E-mail:   pcp@pc-pakrac.biz 

Website:  http://www.pc-pakrac.hr  

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:pcp@pc-pakrac.biz
http://www.pc-pakrac.hr/
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2.3 Greece 
 

Best Practice n. 1: Project “Be a Producer”  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups 

training 

mentoring 

advice and 

consultancy 

information 

networking 

funding 

 

since 2012 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/30) 

private services and 

programmes 
electronic 

platforms 
online shop 

 

 

The main objective of the project is to activate and mobilize local actors and the Municipality of 

Larissa and Kileler to ensure the creation of jobs for unemployed vulnerable social groups as a result 

of the diagnosis of specialized local needs and the promotion of development opportunities in the 

areas of intervention. 

 

Below are presented the actions of the project in order to be clarified the aims and objectives of the project.  

1. Study of the local labour market 

For the most accurate possible view of the local labour market, we relied on a number of recent studies 

that have been conducted both at national and at regional and municipal level (Labour Institute, 

PASEGES, University of Macedonia, Operational Programme Municipality of Larissa 2011-2014, and 

information given to us by the Municipality of Kileler). 

2. Network of Local Bodies 

The action relates to the configuration of a network of local bodies and mechanisms for disseminating 

information, mobilizing local or regional authorities, public and private agencies and services etc. 

3. Network of producers-farmers 

This network bringing together the beneficiaries who will start their own farm business and social 

enterprises, will be responsible for coordinating the activities of producers, on the one hand to achieve 

the desired complementarity both on annual crop products and in the level of basket of goods consumed 

4. Design and implementation of information and awareness actions 

With the launch of the operation, an information and awareness event, with the aim to update - inform 

potential beneficiaries, ensuring the principle of transparency and legitimacy in the implementation of 

the Operational Plan will be organized. The awareness event will try to ensure the conditions necessary 

to achieve consensus on the issue of integration and promotion of employment of target groups, to 

sensitize and inform professional and employer organizations, the local community, in general, in 

reference to the objectives and expected results of the intervention, to inform social groups living in the 

margins of the social fabric or threatened with exclusion from the labor market and also make use of the 

opportunities of the Operational Plan. The ultimate objective is also to raise awareness of the public 

opinion in order to connect the local society, to overturn stereotypes and to achieve integration of the 

target group without discrimination and inequality in employment 

5. Coordination and Management 

Under the coordination of the Act actions related to administrative support, management and financial 

monitoring of the entire project will be implemented. 

6. Educational courses (4 classes of 20 people, 30 hours) 

Subsidised training seminar on farm issues and entrepreneurship  

The specific training course will lead to certification of knowledge, skills and attitudes regarding the 

"sense of initiative and entrepreneurship." 
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7. Training of the target group on agricultural production issues (4 classes of 20 persons, 140 hours) 

Subsidised training seminar on the subject of «Production and Promotion of agricultural products 

implemented with Integrated & Sustainable Management System». 

8. Professional Counseling. Counseling on Entrepreneurship & Business Plan Development. Special 

counseling for employers-connection to the labor market. 

Free counseling on Entrepreneurship and Free business plan development. 

Six (6) Counseling on Entrepreneurship sessions. 

9. Vocational Guidance Counselling - Psychological support of the beneficiaries 

The main objective of the intervention is the social and professional preparation in order for the 

beneficiaries to improve their skills and facilitate the integration of the target group in the labor market, 

to remove discrimination, exclusion from the labor market and thus social exclusion by empowering 

people to be actively involved. Individual activity will be aimed in order to develop social and professional 

skills, which are necessary for social and professional integration in the labor market. 

 

The right to benefit from the actions of the project “Be a Producer” are those who belong to socially vulnerable 

groups (EKO) and are unemployed, registered with the Employment Agency or enrolled in a specific list of 

the Employment Agency, and residents of the intervention areas of Municipalities of Larissa and Kileler. 

 

The project "Be a producer" is being addressed to the following groups: 

 Long-term unemployed people (men and women) with low qualifications. 

 Special emphasis to young people (18 – 36 years old).  

 Single Parent families. 

 Immigrants, refugees. 

 Persons in poverty / threatened by poverty. 

 

Who wants to  

 create their agricultural enterprise or/and;  

 be members of Social Cooperative Enterprises that will be established through the project or/and;  

 cover a job position in a relevant enterprise in the wide region 

     

The number of beneficiaries of the Action Plan is eighty (80) people. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

During the training courses the participants enforced with the below skills – attitudes – competences:  

 Managerial skills.  

 Knowledge for the market trends.  

 Cooperative spirit.  

 Networking. 

 Interaction – Group dynamic. 

 Communication with clients and with the other members of the Social Cooperative Enterprise. 

 Adaptability.  

 Creativity. 

 Openness and Ability to think Critically. 

 

Performance  

 

The expected results of the project in regards to the beneficiaries are: 

 25 beneficiaries will establish new business. 

 10 beneficiaries to be hired to existing businesses in the industry. 

 45 beneficiaries will create Social enterprises (3-6 social enterprises). 

 80 jobs will be created in dynamic sectors. 
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Provider 

 

The action plan "Be a producer" includes a set of actions that addresses the identification, proper preparation, 

training and comprehensive support of 80 unemployed in order to become active in the production and 

promotion of selected fruit and vegetables and herbs, by applying a Crop Management Integrated System or 

individually through individual farm or business through social cooperatives. A small number of beneficiaries 

will be encouraged to work in businesses of the area involved in the production and/or processing of fruit and 

vegetables or grapes (estates). Regarding the process of production, the proposed crops are: Vegetables - 

vegetables such as potato, onion, garlic, cabbage, lettuce, celery, parsley, dill, cucumbers, etc. herbs like 

basil, mint, oregano, etc. 

 

The main advantages of the above crops in relation to the needs of the target group are: 

 Overall, the products ensure complementarity between them, so that all together comprise a 

complete "basket of products" thus covering the basic consumption needs of a family. 

 The production may be in different seasons of the year in order to fully exploit the properties. 

 The output can be scheduled at the group level to ensure the availability in the market all year long. 

 Respect to the environment is achieved via the crops ICMS. 

 Referring to promotion, a mechanism for coordination of production and mass ordering will be 

created either via web or other media, but also the creation of channels for direct cooperation with 

local supermarkets to absorb the products of producers. 

 

Contact details 

 

Project Coordinator:  

DIMITRA ITD 

Address:  Palaiologou 19, 41223 Larissa 

Tel:   +30 2410554026  

Fax:   +30 2410554028 

E-mail:   contact@dimitra.gr  

Website: www.dimitra.gr  

 

 

Social Cooperative Enterprise:  

Gi Thessalis  

Address:  Κυλλήνης 4, 41336, Larissa 

Tel:   +30 2410 531107  

Mob:   +30 6984 725918  

Fax:   +30 2410 531107 

E-mail:   info@githessalis.gr  

Website:  www.githessalis.gr  

 

 

Project:  

Be a Producer  

E-mail:   gineparagogos@dimitra.gr  

gineparagogos@googlegroups.com  

Website: www.gineparagogos.gr  

 

  

mailto:contact@dimitra.gr
http://www.dimitra.gr/
mailto:info@githessalis.gr
http://www.githessalis.gr/
mailto:gineparagogos@dimitra.gr
mailto:gineparagogos@googlegroups.com
http://www.gineparagogos.gr/
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Best Practice n. 2: Centre for the Promotion of Youth Entrepreneurship and 

Technology (KePNET)  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups 
training 

information 
 

2010 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/36) 

private services and 

programmes 
publications 

regular events 
 

 

KEPNET is a new and ambitious organization with diverse goals pertaining to the interests of young 

people and not only.  

 

Below are listed the aims, objectives and goals of KePNET: 

 promotion of  youth entrepreneurship; 

 support the development of innovative content, services, pedagogies and practice based on 

information and communication technologies (ICT); 

 support of young people in training and education; 

 strengthening Greece's attractiveness as a place to develop a business activity; 

 ensuring the conversion of innovative ideas into products and services that can create growth and 

job positions;  

 promotion and strengthening of partnerships between youth organizations; 

 cooperation with NGOs in Greece and elsewhere in Europe with the aim of networking; 

 support the extroversion of Greek enterprises; 

 strengthening green entrepreneurship and strengthening environmental dimension in general of 

productive activities; 

 strengthening entrepreneurship technology;  

 promote and support of entrepreneurship through technology and procedures; 

 study and analysis of the Greek market and the interaction with the market in general in the light of 

youth entrepreneurship; 

 provide technology, know-how, information, and related cognitive resources to develop new 

businesses; 

 the involvement in science by conducting conferences and the preparation of studies and surveys. 

 

Targeted to young people up to 36 years old, who have the idea and they want to become entrepreneurs.  

 

Competences enhanced  

 

 Enforcement of co-operative spirit. 

 Knowing all the procedures for starting up a company.  

 Ways for networking.  

 Enforcement of managerial skills.  

 Marketing skills.  

 

Performance  

 

The number of users up to now is very difficult to be estimated as they were/are many hundreds, as well as 

the start-ups activated.  
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Provider 

 

KePNET is collaborated with a huge variety of other organisations i.e. training providers, private consultants, 

incubators etc, in order to enforce young unemployed people who have the vision and want to make it true. 

For that reason organises training courses, daily events, interviews with successful entrepreneurs  

 

Contact details 

 

Website: http://www.kepnet.gr/  

 

 

 

  

http://www.kepnet.gr/
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Best Practice n. 3: INNOVATHENS – Interchange of Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

of Technopolis Municipality of Athens  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups 

training 

mentoring 

information 

advice and 

consultancy 

networking 

competitions and 

Innovation Festival 

 

Since 2007 All group ages are 

accepted, but 

special emphasis is 

given to youngsters 

private services and 

programmes 
publications 

regular events 
 

 

 

INNOVATHENS is an integrated node support of Innovation and Entrepreneurship, where somebody 

can meet experienced market executives and academics, as well as successful entrepreneurs that 

will help in a practical way to mature his/her entrepreneurial idea and to develop or transform his/her 

existed company. 

 

In addition, the interested people have free access to specialist expertise, information and advice in the areas 

of their interest and explore alternative vocational rehabilitation streets. 

 

INNOVATHENS created on the initiative of Technopolis Athens Municipality to offer restless and creative 

people the chance to benefit from a high level of offered services, and to establish or develop their own 

production company and offer innovative products or services. 

 

More specifically, to the interested people is given the opportunity for:  

 

 Attending lectures, seminars and workshops for the development of specialized techniques and other 

skills necessary for the creation and successful operation of an innovative company. 

 Networking with entrepreneurs, researchers, academics, creative people with common interests. 

 Advice from Business Associations representing innovative companies of the city. 

 Strengthen and support startups and existing businesses involved in Business Accelerator. 

 Information on business opportunities created in the booming city innovation ecosystem. 

 Presentation of Best Practices and Standards of Business Examples. 

 Competitions and Innovation Festival. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

Some of the actions of INNOVATHENS are:  

 Informative events.  

 Networking actions.  

 Presentation of New Ideas.  

 Education and Training.  

 Specialized Consulting.  

 Career Days.  

 Exhibitions of Innovation.  

 Missions Abroad.  

 Festival of Innovation.  
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Through all these actions the competences enhanced can be summarized as follow:  

 Information about what happens in the field of innovative entrepreneurship not only in Athens but in 

the whole country as well.  

 To learn, to discuss and to make the conclusions based on the presentation of the Best Practices 

that have been developed in Greece and abroad as well.  

 Business Development. 

 Marketing. 

 Strengthening business extroversion. 

 Strategic planning.  

 Presentation of personal profile. 

 Negotiation skills. 

 Strengthening of cooperativeness.   

 Development of leadership skills. 

 Legal support and protection of copyrights. 

 

Provider 

 

INNOVATHENS created on the initiative of Technopolis City of Athens to offer restless and creative people 

the chance to benefit from a high level of offered services, and to establish or develop their own production 

company and offer innovative products or services. 

 

Contact details 

 

INNOVATHENS 

Address:   Aerofylakio Building 2, 100 Peiraeus Str. Gkazi, 11854 ATHENS  

Τel:   (+30) 213 0109300 

E-mail:   info@innovathens.gr  

Website:  http://www.innovathens.gr 

 

 

 

  

mailto:info@innovathens.gr
http://www.innovathens.gr/
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2.4 Italy 
 

Best Practice n. 1: “City of Crafts: a bridge between school and enterprise” 

 

Fields Year  Target group  Provider Content 

start-ups 
entrepreneurship 

training 
labour market 

 

Since 2008 students (14/16) 

enterprises 

public training module 

 

“City of Crafts: a bridge between school and enterprise” is an initiative promoted by the Chamber of 

Commerce of Rimini.  

 

The initiative aims at helping young people who are struggling to enter in the world of work or complaining 

that a job is not in line with their training. At the same time, many companies are struggling to find qualified 

and motivated staff.  

The Chamber of Commerce of Rimini, along with several associations, has created a training project aimed 

at reducing the gap between students and the labour market, with the goal of making the students involved 

able to recognize the essential characteristics of the socio-economic system to navigate the productive fabric 

of its territory. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The project consists of a set of modules concerning work culture for students attending classes of the 

compulsory education cycle (in particular, the second and third classes of the lower secondary school and 

the first and second classes of the high secondary school) made by the trainers of the individual professional 

associations and chambers with the involvement of business sector. 

These modules consist of a series of short activities which are educational: the work is told in first person by 

those who make it, so to make concrete the concept of interest and passion. Entrepreneurs will tell their 

choice according to a “reasoned” point of view, with the addition of the mediation of a trainer. 

 

The performed modules have the common scope of: 

 Making richer and more detailed the vision of the world of work for students; 

 Realizing of a variety of short training activities; 

 Promoting the knowledge of the territory and the variety of occupations and economic sectors;  

 Promoting collaboration with schools in the task of “recognizing the essential characteristics of the 

socioeconomic system for orientation in the productive fabric of its territory”;  

 Allowing the narration of work by those who do it (it makes concrete the concept of interest and 

passion). 

 

The activity is supported by structured materials and is monitored through shared tools. 

 

Provider 

 

Chamber of Commerce of Rimini with the collaboration of local business sector. 

 

Performance 

 

More than 2.000 students involved in the last school year during above 1.000 hours of training. 

18.000 students involved since the beginning of the initiative during the above 9.000 hours of training. 
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Contact details 

 

Chamber of Commerce of Rimini 

Contact person:  Marina Garoia 

Tel:    +39 0541 363716 

E-mail:   promozione@rn.camcom.it 

  

mailto:promozione@rn.camcom.it
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Best Practice n. 2: Junior Achievement – Young Enterprise 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training since 2011 school students private services and 

programmes 
publications  
regular events  

 

 

Fostering entrepreneurship in higher education, promoting creativity, the conscious use of 

resources, courage and responsibility of the risk, just like real entrepreneurs can do. 

 

The programme cycle starts at the beginning of the school year. JA-YE’s strategy is to approach the owner 

of the school first (e.g. the local municipality) and ask if they want their school to be involved; after this, they 

approach the head of the school with the same question. Then JA-YE starts basic teacher training; it takes 

teachers through the key concepts of the programme and establishes networking groups so participants are 

not left alone. This is important because there is often a lot of uncertainty/resistance to new methods; they 

face questions like ‘will the kids learn as much with the new methods?’ Students then follow the 1-year ‘mini-

company’ cycle, developing a business idea, marketing strategy and budget, before participating in various 

local competitions. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The entrepreneurship key competence refers to an individual’s ability to turn ideas into action. It includes 

creativity, innovation and risk taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage projects in order to achieve 

objectives. Developing mind set, generic attributes and skills that are the foundations of entrepreneurship 

can be complemented by imparting more specific knowledge about business according to the level and type 

of education. 

 

Performance  

 

JA-YE has conducted research on the impact of their activities among past participants, with many positive 

results. 90 % of the teachers will recommend this way of teaching to their colleagues. “It makes the school 

more interesting and motivating” is a common statement from students. In addition we can see that this way 

of teaching creates entrepreneurs.  

 

Start-ups: an independent study among former participants, showed 50 % more start-ups among former 

students than in the control group. 12 % of those who have been part of the secondary school JA-YE 

Company Programme have established their own business by the age of 25, compared with 8 % of those 

who did not participate.  

 

Creates entrepreneurship confidence. 55 % of former company programme students claim to have the 

necessary skills and knowledge to establish their own business if the opportunity was there, compared with 

41 % in the control group.  

 

Creates future leaders. 33 % of former JA-YE company programme students are in a leadership position 

today compared with 25 % in the control group.  

 

Provider 

 

Junior Achievement Young Enterprise (JA-YE) Europe is an NGO with 37 national members dedicated to 

education for entrepreneurship, skills for employability and financial literacy for students from primary school 

up to university. 
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Contact details 

 

Address:  Via L. Lama, 33 - 20099 Sesto San Giovanni (MI)  

Tel:   +39 02 24148400   

Fax:   +39 02 24148407  

info@jaitalia.org 

 

 

 

  

mailto:info@jaitalia.org
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Best Practice n. 3: M’Imprendo – Ideas Competition 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

start-ups 
funding 
training 

 

2008-2012 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/30) 

private services and 

programmes 
publications 

 

 

The M’Imprendo project, arrived at its fifth edition and promoted by the Chamber of Commerce of 

Rome together with the Department of Productive Activities of Roma Capitale, wants to encourage 

the new generations to do business and to use personal capabilities to turn ideas into concrete 

projects. 

 

The project’s aim is to strengthen the synergy between institutions (local entity, school, third sector) and 

enterprises’ requirements through the promotion of entrepreneurial culture.  

 

The project involves: 

1. Ideas competition: with awards for the best projects 

2. Seminars for students and teachers of high schools and Professional Training Centres and for 

territorial services’ operators 

3. Money awards for the 10 best projects 

4. Work experiences in an enterprise 

 

Overall objective: to make closer synergy between the institutions (local authority, schools, institutions of 

representation) and the needs of businesses by promoting a culture of entrepreneurship. 

 

Specific objective: strengthening the promotion among youngster of methods and knowledge about the world 

of work and enterprise through an initiative of youth entrepreneurship education in order to make them aware 

of their potential and talent enhancing their creativity and recognizing the leading role. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The seminars organized during the project, has been focused on different aspects of entrepreneurship: 

• Business Management: main practical aspects of Small and Medium Businesses. 

• Business Marketing: opportunities for success. 

• Business Plan: analysis and application of the right work method for a modern business. 

• Possible cohabitations in family businesses. 

 

Furthermore, IRFI has been chosen to organize some INFODAYS and to work as support structure for 

interested users. 

 

Performance  

 

Total participants: 342 

Total resources trained during the project: 

- Students of higher education and VET: 273 

- Teachers and Operators of higher education and VET: 69 

Projects presented: 14 

Winning projects: 10 
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Provider 

 

The Istituto Romano per la Formazione Imprenditoriale (IRFI) based in Rome (IT) is the designated Training 

Agency of the Rome Chamber of Commerce and acts in compliance with its institutional mandate given by 

the Chamber of Commerce itself. The typical assignments include delivery of tailored training and support 

services for the following fields of expertise: SME development and entrepreneurship development, adult 

learning and links with the labour market. Its main activities are research, consultancy, development and 

management of training. 

 

Contact details 

 

Address:  Via Capitan Bavastro, 116 – 00154 – Rome 

Tel:   +39 06 571171  

Fax:   +39 06 5779102  

E-mail:  info@irfi.it 

  

mailto:info@irfi.it
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2.5 Portugal 
 

Best Practice n. 1: “A Empresa” (The Company) by Junior Achievement Portugal 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training 

mentoring 

information 

advice and 

consultancy 

 

since the school 

year 2007/2008 

student between 

15-21 years old 

Private services and 

programmes 

regular events 

 

Implementation of programs in schools that develop in children and young people's interest in 

entrepreneurship, in order to prepare them to succeed in a global economy. 

 

“A EMPRESA” is a Junior Achievement program. Considered a best practice by the European Commission, 

this program challenges high school students to create and manage a mini-company throughout the 

academic year and in a classroom environment. Students will have to carry out several steps associated with 

the project, namely the creation of a business idea and its feasibility in the market and the development of a 

business and marketing plan for the project dissemination. During the process, they work with consultant 

volunteers from the representative companies of the Portuguese business world and teachers. The mini-

companies created by students still have the opportunity to participate in regional, national and European 

competitions provide for “A Empresa” program.  

Targeted at high school students aged between 15 and 21 years old, from any background and ethnicity, 

from the regular and vocational education. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The development of the  “A Empresa” program aims to develop entrepreneurial spirit among young people.  

The participation in the program allows young people to develop leadership, negotiation, problem solution, 

decision-making and teamwork competencies and also to acquire concepts knowledge from the world of 

business. 

 

Performance  

 

Since the implementation year in Portugal 17.957 students and 855 volunteers have participated in the 

project. In 2013/2014 school year 3725 students, 122 volunteers and 185 teachers have participated. 

(data collected in the last financial report (2013/2014) from Junior Achievement Portugal) 

 

Provider 

 

“A EMPRESA” is a Junior Achievement Portugal program. Considered a best practice by the European 

Commission, this program challenges high school students to create and manage a mini-company 

throughout the academic year and in a classroom environment. During the process, they work with 

volunteer consultants from the representative companies of the Portuguese business world. 
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Contact details 

 

Junior Achievement Portugal  

Address:  Avenida Duarte Pacheco nº 26, 1070-110 Lisboa 

E-mail:    info@japortugal.org 

Website:  http://www.japortugal.org  

mailto:info@japortugal.org
http://www.japortugal.org/
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Best Practice n. 2: “EMPRE – Empresários na Escola” (EMPRE – Entrepreneurs in 

school) by Tagus Valley 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training, 

Information 

advice and 

consultancy 

 

since 2008 students 10/18 

years old 

private services and 

programmes 

regular events 

 

 

EMPRE – “Entrepreneurs in school”, is a project that aims to develop entrepreneurial skills in young 

people of school age, by creating and managing a company in school.  

 

During an academic year, EMPRE, allow students to go through the various processes of creating an 

organization in a 17 steps methodology, from corporate identity, through market research and product 

definition, working with suppliers and customers. Young people have teacher and consultant monitoring 

during the whole process and at the end they organise a fair where the companies created can show and 

sell products. The activities are supported by a set of resources: a EMPRE Guide, planning cards, theoretical 

content to teachers, activity cards to organizations, classroom consultancy, technical support to teachers and 

organizations (in classroom and online), continuous articulation with partners and dissemination activities.   

Targeted to 2nd and 3rd cycles of basic education students aged between 10 and 18 years old, from any 

background and ethnicity, from the regular and vocational education. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The development of EMPRE program enables the encouragement and development of an entrepreneurial 

and creative attitude in young people by providing them learning tools to create and manage a business. The 

EMPRE is a developer of skills such as responsibility, communication, conflict management, organization, 

among others. 

 

Performance  

 

The EMPRE program is first implemented in Portugal in 2006 by Parkurbis (Covilhã science and technology 

park) with the support of the EQUAL program. In 2008, the Tagus Valley decided to invest in the project and 

made some changes to adjust it to the Portuguese education system. The Strategic Programme for 

Entrepreneurship and Innovation +e+i, a programme from the Ministry of Economy and Employment, 

considered it a good practice. 

Since the first year of implementation by TAGUSVALLEY EMPRE involved about 1.900 students, who 

created 101 projects in more than 30 schools belonging to a total of 21 municipalities. 

 

Provider 

 

EMPRE – “Entrepreneurs in School” is a stimulus project to youth entrepreneurship, implemented by 

TAGUSVALLEY, and supported by CIMT (municipalities commission), under the project "Medium Tagus - 

Entrepreneurship Network", financed by the Regional Operational Program Centro (NSRF - National 

Strategic Reference Framework) in order to stimulate students to the importance of creating sustainable 

projects that can engender employment. 
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Contact details 

 

EMPRE – Empresários na Escola 

Address:  Edifício InovPoint - Rua José Dias Simão - 2200-062 Abrantes 

Website:  http://www.empre.org 

E-mail:   geral@empre.org  

http://www.empre.org/
mailto:geral@empre.org
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Best Practice n. 3: “Projectos Pontuais - Programa Escolhas” (Punctual Projects by 

Choices Program) – Government Program from the High Commissariat for 

Migrations  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

funding started in 2014 young 

entrepreneurs 

(18/30) 

public services and 

programs 

regular events 

 

 

 

“Projectos Pontuais – Programa Escolhas” aim is to promote employability, employment and 

entrepreneurship among young people from the most vulnerable socio-economic contexts. 

 

The main purpose of “Projectos Pontuais” is the implementation and validation of experimental and 

innovative solutions in the areas of employability, employment and entrepreneurship related to young people. 

The activities can be internships for young people, training in skills for employability, social business creation, 

inclusive business creation or other type of business creation, the integration of youth into the labour market 

and in activities that promote social responsibility in companies and other entities, apprenticeships and jobs 

for young people. Since 2013 is part of the European database Small Bussiness Act - SBA as a public 

institution recognized for best practices in entrepreneurship area with young people. 

Targeted to young people between 16 and 30 years old belonging to more vulnerable socio-economic 

contexts, especially immigrant descendants and gypsy communities, who are in early school leaving 

situation, unoccupied and/or unemployed. 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

“Punctual Projects” are intended to promote the development of social and professional skills and to foster 

young people’s autonomy and initiative. 

 

Performance  

 

From the 263 applications submitted the typology Punctual Projects, the Choices Program approved 16 for 

the year of 2014. 

Impacts (measured at 31.10.2014): 

 

Total number of young people involved 1285 

Training   

Training hours 2475 

Professional skills training sessions 96 

Skills for employability training actions 50 

Workshops and ateliers 35 

Job placement 132 

Businesses created 10 

 

From the 228 applications submitted, they approved 30 projects to be developed during 2015. 

 

Provider 

 

“Projectos Pontuais – Programa Escolhas” it is a fund intended to support experimental and innovative 

projects, not longer than one year, that aim to promote employability and employment among young people 
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through creative solutions that enhance social innovation, experimentation, sustainability and empowerment, 

focusing mainly on finding sustainable employment solutions. The program receives project proposals from 

ONGs and the best ones are supported. 

 

Contact details 

 

Projectos Pontuais – Programa Escolhas 

Address:  Rua dos Anjos, n.º 66, 3º andar,1150-039 Lisboa 

Website:  www.programaescolhas.pt 

E-mail:   pontuais@programaescolhas.pt 

 

  

http://www.programaescolhas.pt/
mailto:pontuais@programaescolhas.pt
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2.6 Spain 
 

Best Practice n. 1: “Which is your cow? Programme for the promotion of young 

entrepreneurship” 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training since school year 

2012-2013 

young students 

between 14-18 y.o. 

private the experiences 

is developed 

during the 

school year and 

is concretized in 

training material 

for students and 

teachers 

 

 

Set of activities addressed towards promotion of entrepreneurial attitude among youngsters in 

Segovia.  

 

The training process is developed during the school year. It is composed of three main activities and one 

Provincial Session for the presentation of projects. Activities: workshop on entrepreneurial motivation and 

development of projects; visit to businesses located in Segovia; ideas competition (“Which is your cow?”). 

The workshop is organized in 12 teaching hours and 2 phases: first one focused on students’ motivation, and 

second one focused on generation of an innovative project or business model. The visits to the companies 

are intended to show the ordinary management of a business. The competition is focused on concretion of 

students’ knowledge, skills and competences in specific entrepreneurship projects and mean and incentive 

for the implication of students and teachers. The final Session is intended to be a common exchange of 

projects and experiences among all the participants (students and teachers).  

The programme is addressed to young people (14-18 y.o.) from centres of the province of Segovia. The 

experience is strongly focused on the rural field because the rural development of Segovia is among its aims 

(Segovia territory is eminently rural). 

 

Competences enhanced 

 

The methodology used along the programme is designed to provide students with theoretical knowledge 

about entrepreneurship and is intended to allow them to effectively develop different competences and skills 

for generating entrepreneurial ideas. Among the skills and competences developed by participants are the 

following: self-knowledge (knowledge about own strengths and weaknesses); proactive performance 

approach (need to be responsible in the achievement of each goal); cooperation; flexibility (needed to face 

the continuous changes). The acquired knowledge will be useful for the development of a realistic business 

project.  

 

Performance  

 

More than 300 students in various schools across the province of Segovia have been reached by this 

experience. The training program developed during the school year has included the participation of teachers 

in the training centres together with the members of “enProceso”. They have developed group workshops 

using different methodologies of coaching, besides of training material aimed at being self-completed by 

each participant.  

As a result of the program several business ideas have been set by the participants to be submitted to the 

final competition. This year, the winning project has been “The Seamstress”, an innovative idea of a workshop 
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to make and repair traditional costumes. The students who have developed this idea are studying Vocational 

Education and Training (Advanced Level of Administration and Finance) at the High School Duque de 

Alburquerque in Cuellar (Segovia). All the projects submitted to the competition have been evaluated taking 

into account their real possibilities of development and job creation.  

 

Provider 

 

This experience is developed during the school year (October-June) with the participation of students from 

Secondary Schools of Segovia. Methodology and tools have been concretized on training material addressed 

to youngsters and teachers/training related to the field of entrepreneurship. The material for teachers/trainers 

includes a guide that describes the different activities to be carried out. The material for students includes 

both theoretical and practical contents, which may be self-completed by them as sessions are being 

developed.  

 

Contact details 

 

Provincial Government of Segovia. Office for the Economic Promotion.  

Developed by the Cooperative “enProceso” (associtated work). 

Contact persons:  Sergio Arranz López and Javier González Rubio 

Tel.:    633785505 

E-mail:    enprocesosegovia@yahoo.es 

Website:   http://www.enprocesocoop.com/ 

  

mailto:enprocesosegovia@yahoo.es
http://www.enprocesocoop.com/
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Best Practice n. 2: Educative programme related to entrepreneurship at María 

Auxiliadora Secondary School (Salamanca) 

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training every school 

year, since 2013-

2014 

 

young students 

between 14-18 y.o. 

private subjects 

included in the 

syllabus  

 

Training programme for students of ESO and Bachillerato (Secondary school level), intended to train 

Young people on several issues related to entrepreneurship.  

 

Several subjects related to entrepreneurship are included in the educative programme: “Entrepreneurial 

initiative”, “Economy” and “Business Economy and Organisation”. These subjects include theoretical and 

practical content to help student achieve a proper knowledge. Since school year 2013-2014, students from 

the 3rd and 4th levels of ESO (Secondary School) and Bachillerato (Upper Secondary School) may participate 

in this transversal training. It includes both theoretical and practical knowledge, experiences in and out the 

educative centre, team working, intergenerational exchange of experiences and other innovative 

methodologies that help students to acquire and/or improve their skills in entrepreneurship.  

The target collective of the training programme are young students between 12 and 18 years old (ESO: 12-

16; Bachillerato: 16-18). The subjects more strongly linked to entrepreneurship are “Entrepreneurial initiative” 

(3rd and 4th levels of ESO) and “Economy” and “Business Economy and Organisation” (Bachillerato).  

 

Competences enhanced  

 

The objective is to develop skills related to the entrepreneurship competency, particularly “learn to learn”, 

and “autonomy and personal initiative”. The programme is intended to support students in acquiring skills 

such as leadership, creativity, imagination, autonomy, flexibility, responsibility, risk-taking, team working and 

innovation.  

 

Performance  

 

Among the methodologies proposed for the delivery of this programme are: problem-based learning, 

proposal of situations based on real life and related to their interests and abilities, the importance of effort, 

integration of ICT as a way to promote entrepreneurship, promotion of team working designating leadership 

on a rotating basis.  

Also, participation in activities related to entrepreneurship developed by other institutions and collectives is 

encouraged. In this sense, several students from this school have been awarded with the 5th Prize of the 

Young Business Talents competition, where more than 450 teams and more than 7500 students from all 

parts of the country have participated. In this competition it is necessary to put into practice different aspects 

related to entrepreneurship, as it is focused on business management through a simulator. It is organized by 

Nivea (enterprise part of Beiersdorf AG, one of the largest multinationals), ESIC Businness&Marketing 

School (Private Business School leader in Marketing Superior Education) and Vodafone Yu (brand name of 

Vodafone, leader in telecommunication field). 

 

Provider 

 

The School syllabus includes subjects related to economy and business management, intending to make 

students aware of the importance of entrepreneurship, and allowing them to incorporate the entrepreneurial 

culture in their own personality, from early stages. The programme wants to spread knowledge about the 

business world: how to start a business, how to manage it, how to face difficulties, etc. 
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Contact details 

 

Address:   María Auxiliadora School – Salamanca, C/Padre Cámara, 1 

Contact person: Mariví López (Teacher) 

Tel.:    923282431 

E-mail:   marivi@mauxsalamanca.es 

Website:  http://www.mauxsalamanca.es/ 

  

mailto:marivi@mauxsalamanca.es
http://www.mauxsalamanca.es/
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Best Practice n. 3: “Lights, cameras and action”. It is a Campus on entrepreneurship 

funded by the Department of Education of Cantabria, held in the village of Viérnoles 

and developed by Trilema Foundation  

 

Fields Year  Target group Provider Content 

training through 

playful activities 

campus held 

during four days 

on June, 2014 

 

students from 4th 

Level of Secondary 

Schools of the 

Region of Cantabria 

 

private event 

 

Educational Campus addressed to high school children to teach them what is to be an entrepreneur 

through different activities. The most important of these activities is the planning and filming of a 

two-minute short film.  

 

Organization of a training Campus to teach participants about the principles of entrepreneurship. Various 

activities were designed aiming at producing a short film. Working in groups, first the students had to create 

a production company that allowed for self-distribution of the different roles needed for the production of the 

short film. This distribution was made based on each participant’s own strengths. 

Participants proposed different ideas for the short film and, once the best option was selected, three stages 

were programmed: elaboration of the script, planning of the different technical steps and filming. With the 

help of the technical team of the Foundation and with the resources provided (shoot cameras, microphones, 

media editing, etc.), each group produced its own short film. Each participant collected his/her learning in a 

clapboard-shaped Portfolio, which showed what they had learned during the process.    

The target group was composed of students from eight educational centres of the Region of Cantabria (public 

and state-subsidized schools). A public call for the interested centres was launched. Participants were 

students from the 4th Level of Secondary School (15-16 years old). 

 

Competences enhanced  

 

Team-working allowed participants to learn about the distribution of roles (including leadership); the pressure 

of time (they had only four days for doing all the work); the planning of the details (very important issue); the 

importance of knowing oneself (strengths and weaknesses); the importance of generating several good ideas 

before selecting the definitive one; the appropriate assessment of the owned resources to complete the task 

and their adjustment to the work done; and the profit obtained when different ideas and points of view are 

combined. The Portfolio collected all knowledge acquired by each participant once the work made was 

finished.  

 

Performance  

 

The experience was carried out with 60 students who developed the different activities during four days. It is 

important to highlight the change that was made in the participants regarding their concept of 

entrepreneurship before and after the experience. This change is especially reflected in the attitudes and 

skills that the young people considered as needed to become entrepreneur. 

This best practice is highly relevant due to its possibilities to be transferred to other contexts, not only literally 

but of developing this kind of recreational activities as producers of changes in the attitudes about 

entrepreneurship among young people. 

 

YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-z47uBRqnc 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-z47uBRqnc
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Provider 

 

Trilema Foundation is committed to researching and transforming education. Since 1998 it has a team of 

professionals specializing in training, innovation and change management in educational institutions.  

Since 2003 the Foundation has started to work in more than 800 schools and educational institutions across 

Spain, Europe and several American countries. One of its main priorities is “Trilema Emprende”, among 

whose objectives are reflecting on teaching competency models as an effective way to introduce 

entrepreneurship in the educational centres, and linking the introduction of entrepreneurship to the teaching 

program of skills training. 

 

Contact details 

 

Trilema Emprende Coordinator 

TRILEMA EDUCACIÓN FOUNDATION  

Contact person:  Inmaculada Castaño Ponce 

Address:   C/ José Faus, 17.  46023-Valencia 

Tel:    963327392 

Website:   http://fundaciontrilema.org/ 

 

  

http://fundaciontrilema.org/
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3. Conclusions 
 

 

There has been a considerable shift across Europe in relation to entrepreneurship in recent years and there 

is clear evidence that education and guidance have roles to play in supporting Europe’s future entrepreneurs. 

 

Assisting individuals to think creatively and embrace innovation is essential to developing the future 

workforce. Not everyone needs to become an entrepreneur, yet all members of society need to be more 

entrepreneurial. 

 

Getting people to face challenges and uncertainty in the world of work with entrepreneurial spirit will provide 

the European economy with independent and creative thinkers who can ‘think outside of the box’, respond 

to challenges and adapt to change. 

 

In line with the concept of lifelong learning, entrepreneurial guidance and learning must be seen as a lifelong 

process of developing individuals’ confidence, skills, attitudes and behaviours. 
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